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Abstract 

Background: 

Cerebral palsy (CP) is quite familiar to medical communities as it impacts on normal 

engagement of activities. So it is important to know the problems that the child with 

CP faces and this can be known by a standardized assessment.  

Objective: 

The objectives of the study are to 

- Identify the level of occupational participation. 

- Identify the association among age, sex, types of CP and occupational participation. 

- Identify the common strengths and challenges of the child cerebral palsy. 

Study design:  

The study is conducted through cross sectional design among the participants who 

were selected according to the inclusion criteria. The Short Child Occupational Profile 

(SCOPE) is used to assess the occupational participation of 181 cerebral palsy child in 

the inpatient pediatric unit of CRP. The structured questionnaire was fulfilled by 

assessing the child through observation and information was also obtained from the 

carer. The part named referring reason was collected from the CRP‟s inpatient 

assessment form. 

Result:  

Results showed a significant association between age and occupational participation 

(p>0.05), there was no association between the sex and occupational participation 

(p<0.05), and no association among the types of cerebral palsy and occupational 

participation (p<0.05). In this study showing enjoyment or happiness when playing or 

doing something were the most common strengths (80.1%) of all participants and 

79.6% of participants faced challenges with solving problems. 

Conclusion: 

Study results support the previous study of engagement or participating in daily 

activities of the child with CP. As the child with cerebral palsy have severe limitations 

in their motor activity this may be a possible cause for not being able to participating 

in occupation or activity. Age is another area which affected participation.  

Key words: CRP, Pediatric unit, Cerebral palsy, Occupation, Participation, 

Occupational participation, SCOPE 
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Chapter1                                                                                  Introduction 

 

1.1 Introduction 

Bangladesh is one of the developing countries of the South Asian region.  According 

to the provisional results of 2011 Population and Housing Census, the numbered 

population on 15th March, 2011 was near about 143 million. Disability is a universal 

element in the human condition to which no one is protected (Haider, Country 

Report: Bangladesh). People with disabilities are estimated by WHO to represent 

around 7-10% of any population and that disabled people are estimated by the World 

Bank to make up 15-20% of the poor in developing countries (Disability in 

Bangladesh: a situational analysis). There are many people who are disabled lives in 

Bangladesh and childhood disabilities are not uncommon.  Unfortunately, specific 

disability types of data out of t h e  total population are not available in Bangladesh 

(Ackerman, Thormann and Huq, 2005). In Australia 34000 people are living with CP 

and 17 million worldwide (Cerebral palsy alliance). It was estimated that 1,735,121 

children in Bangladesh, out of a tot al population of 18 million children in the 6 to 

11 age range, are disabled.  In the types of disability in preprimary and primary ages 

(3- 10) in Bangladesh based on 2,559,222 disabled children, 41.5% were 

physically disabled and 121,458 7.0 children were Cerebral Palsy (Ackerman, 

Thormann and Huq, 2005). Ackerman also mentioned in his work the ICF; World 

Health Organization 2001, that disability results from the dynamic interaction 

between the person and his or her environment, rather than residing within the person, 

and that the ability to perform activities and participate in life situations is an essential 

component of health. 

It was not until 1843 that William John Little, an English orthopedist, recognized 

that various deformities in children were associated with what we called “infant 

spastic paralysis”. He recognized correlation between abnormality of pregnancy, 

labor, delivery, and subsequent developmental deficits in his paper in1961. Another 

orthopedist; Wintrhop M. Phelps invented the term Cerebral Palsy before World 

War II (Hopkins 1993, pp. 430-431). The post War years brought  renewed  interest  

in  children  with  disability including  cerebral  palsy  and this lead to development 

of different cerebral palsy associations. 
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Study said that, Cerebral palsy which occurring in 2- 2.5 per live birth is the most 

common physical disability in childhood (Stanley, Blair and Alberman,  2000, pp. 

22-39).   It is a group of permanent disorder affecting the movement and posture. 

Those who have CP face activity limitations which are known as non-progressive 

disturbance. It is commonly seen in developing fetal or infant brain. While the 

severity and type of motor disorder vary, in most of the individual and their 

family have a large impact on these. The children with cerebral palsy have limited 

physical ability and also may have other associated problem like epilepsy and 

learning difficulties (Law, et al. 2011, p.2). 

Assessment is a critical step in the occupational therapy process. A holistic, 

occupation-focused assessment provides a structured format for a practitioner to 

assess the overall abilities or difficulties that are having an impact upon a client‟s 

life participation (Bowyer et al. 2012, pp.19 22). It is commonly believed that 

children cannot reliably assess their own performance. Their ability  to  identify  and  

express  their  personal  meanings  and  values  may  also  be  limited. Differences 

between adult and pediatric practice may be that the methods proposed for client-

centered assessment of adults are not readily applied with children (Coster 1998, p 

338). The SCOPE is designed to be an occupation-focused, client-centered, and 

theory driven assessment. SCOPE can be readily integrated into practice with 

children and adolescents aged birth to 21 years (Bowyer et al. 2008). It is the 

assessment which can be successfully used as an initial evaluation, also as an outcome 

measure to assess a child‟s progress in therapy. Practitioners are allowed to 

systematically evaluate the factors that facilitate or restrict occupational participation 

by  SCOPE  because  it  offers  a  broad  overview  of  a  child‟s  occupational 

participation. Study provides evidence that the SCOPE can be used and interpreted 

in a valid manner to analyze a pediatric client‟s occupational participation and to 

determine whether the environment supports or detracts from occupational 

participation (Bowyer et al.  2010). The SCOPE ratings along with MOHO theory 

help the practitioner identify the intervention option that  is most  practicable and 

that  may result  in the uppermost  improvement  in occupational participation. The 

SCOPE is initiated by allowing the theory of Model of Human Occupation 

(MOHO). It was stated that MOHO could guide practice in all areas of disability and 

also a variety of setting. The model itself is only a tool that organizes material from 

a broader science of human occupation. Human occupation is described as an open 
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system by the content and structure of the model. An open system relates with its 

environment and is constantly changing as a function. The interaction of system with 

its environment occurs as a process of input, output, throughput, and feedback 

(Keilhofner, 1980 pp. 777-788). 

A proposed new definition of CP focuses on a broader perspective of activity 

restriction and disability (Bax et al. 2005). In many countries the children with CP 

take physical and occupational therapy service to facilitate the development and to 

enhance the functional movement, self-care, play, school activities and leisure 

(Law, et al. 2011, p.2). As the SCOPE can be used by rehabilitation and also 

educational practitioner, it will be useful to use this tool in their practice. 

 

1.2 Background 

CP is used as an umbrella term which is designed for a group of chronic, non-

progressive disturbances of movement and posture and commonly occurs in the 

developing fetal or infant brain. The children with cerebral palsy (CP) experience a 

range of impairments and have an impact on the overall body function and 

participation in everyday life. The motor disorders of CP are often present with the 

impairments of sensation, perception, cognition, communication and behavior and 

also secondary musculoskeletal problems (Mcfadd and Hustad 2013, p.102). Liptak 

et al. suggests that studies of children with CP should employ disease-specific 

measures which have been designed to be thoughtful to the unique features of the 

population such as motor limitations and mobility challenges. The appearance of 

cerebral palsy can be global mental and physical dysfunction or isolated 

disturbances in gait, cognition, growth, or sensation (Karen & Krigger, 2006, p.91). 

Classification of CP is based on the type, location (Mutch et al. 1992) and level of 

motor impairment (Palisano et al. 1997). 

Recent research reflects the surviving view that disability results from the dynamic 

interaction between the person and his or her environment, rather than exist within 

the person. On the other hand occupation means human activity. However, all 

activity is not occupation.  Occupations are the dominant activity of humans that 

includes serious, productive hobbies and playful, creative and festive behavior. 

Occupation is a major human activity that ordinarily involves most human times 

(Hopkins 1993, pp. 430-431). Occupation defers from age and sex.  As the study 
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participant is the child so it is important to know the child‟s occupation which is play. 

The ability to perform activities and participate in life situations is an essential 

component of health as defined in the International Classification of Functioning, 

Disability and Health, WHO 2011. The activity performance and participation of 

children with CP may also be affected by a variety of co-occurring neuro-

impairment (Schenker, Coster and Parush, 2005, p.808). Reaching, grasping, 

carrying are essential parts of many daily functional tasks; such movements are 

difficult for many children with CP who have difficulties with sensory and motor 

impairments (Gordon and Duff, 1999). There are different types of tools that have 

been developed for assessing the different characteristics. The  SCOPE  is  designed  

to  be  an  occupation-focused,  client-centered,  and  theory  driven assessment that 

can be readily integrated into practice with children and adolescents aged birth to 21 

years (Bowyer et al. 2008). The SCOPE is based on the concept from the Model of 

Human Occupation (MOHO).  There  is  evidence  that  MOHO  has  become  the  

most  widely  used occupation focused model in Occupational Therapy practice 

internationally (Kielhofner 2008, p.1). The vision of MOHO is to support practice 

that is occupation based, client centered, holistic and evidence based (Hagedorn 1992, 

p.59).  

Study provides evidence that the SCOPE can be used and interpreted in a 

valid manner to analyze a pediatric client‟s occupational participation and to 

determine whether the environment supports or detracts from occupational 

participation (Bowyer et al. 2010). However, no study so far has been conducted in 

Bangladesh by using SCOPE to know the level of occupational participation. So 

the researcher is interested to do this research. 

 

1.3 Significance 

The study significance of the study is that it will provide information about the 

levels of occupational participation of CP children who are admitted into CRP. As 

the Occupational Therapist used different types of assessment for assessing different 

aspects of clients for providing a better service and SCOPE is designed to be an 

occupation focused, client centered and theory driven assessment that can be readily 

integrated into practice with children. So, the professionals can use this study for 

assessing and having an understanding of participation in occupation of their client. 

The study will help the therapist in planning for the intervention of individual CP 
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child. The professionals can also use this study for their identifying goals for a 

specific child on his/ her SCOPE result because its specific objective helps the 

therapist to identify the exact occupational performance level of a child & can plan 

according to their findings. 

1.4 Aim 

The aim of the study is to identify the level of occupational participation of 

children with cerebral palsy (CP) in inpatient pediatric unit of CRP. 

 

1.6  Objective 

 The objectives of the study are – 

- Identify the level of occupational participation. 

- Identify the association among age, sex, types of CP with occupational participation. 

- Identify the common strengths and challenges of cerebral palsy child. 
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Chapter 2                                                                     Literature review 

 

2.1 CRP 

According to the annual report 2012-2013, CRP is a non-profit organization which 

was found in 1979. The founder of CRP was Valerie Taylor. It was specially develop 

for serving the people with Spinal Cord Injury (CRP). Centre for the Rehabilitation of 

the Paralysed (CRP) has developed into an internationally respected organization 

with the vision to ensure the inclusion of disabled people into mainstream society. 

CRP focuses on a holistic approach to rehabilitation, recognizing that all aspects of 

the rehabilitation process are vital for its success by following the mission of 

promoting an environment where all disabled people can have equal access to health, 

rehabilitation, education, employment, the physical environment and information. 

CRP is the only organization of its kind in Bangladesh, a country with a population 

of 140 million. The World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that 10% of the 

populations in Bangladesh are disabled.  For serving the client here Physiotherapy, 

Occupational Therapy and Speech and Language Therapy programs are run. In 

Occupational Therapy, the services are run through various departments like Pediatric 

Unit (outpatient, in patient), Neuro-musculoskeletal unit, Spinal Cord Injury unit, 

Hand Therapy Unit (About CRP, 2013). 

 

2.2 Pediatric Unit 

CRP has run a Pediatric unit service since 1995. This unit has had both inpatient and 

outpatient units utilizing different service systems since 1999. In 1999, there was a 

room for 8 mothers with their children to be admitted for inpatient service for 14 

days. At the same time the follow up of discharged inpatient and new outpatients 

were also treated in the outpatient service. After feeling the great need for pediatric 

service and high quality reputation of this unit service convinced the concern 

authority to expand inpatient service in 2001 by 10 beds and 2004 by 21 beds. Lastly 

the inpatient unit was enlarged to 40 beds in 2013. This residential program 

provides two weeks intensive services for children, most of whom are children 

with cerebral palsy. This program is designed to integrate children with disabilities 

into their own family and community. Common intervention techniques include 
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group and individual therapy, hand therapy, feeding class, hydrotherapy, balance and 

coordination group, classes on daily life skills, communication, parental awareness, 

back care training and outreach program (Pediatric unit, 2013). According to the 

Annual report 2011-2012 p. 14 the aim of the therapists is to maximize the child‟s 

ability to attain independence in everyday living and to improve quality of life. 

Therapists educate the mother about the child‟s condition and teach them how to 

take care of the child at home. In these two weeks the mother and child are 

involved in different group therapy, individual and combined treatment sessions 

and an educational program. Besides this outdoor system also become rich by 

more number of therapists.  The discharge patients of inpatient unit will return to 

outpatients for follow up. This service is usually for children with conditions such as 

cerebral palsy, autism, Down syndrome, behavioral problems, intellectual 

impairment, muscular dystrophy, erb's palsy, club feet, flat feet, and congenital 

deformity. Here they are treated by both physical and psychological aspect of the 

child and their family by qualified Occupational Therapist, Physiotherapist and 

Speech and language therapist (Annual report, 2012-2013). 

 

2.3 Cerebral palsy 

Cerebral palsy (CP) is a well-recognized neuro-developmental condition 

beginning in early childhood and persisting through the lifespan and was originally 

called “cerebral paresis”, (Rosenbaum et al, 2006, p.8). CDC estimates that an 

average of 1 in 323 children in the U.S. has Cerebral palsy. Those with cerebral 

palsy are most likely born with the condition, although some acquire the condition 

at birth or shortly there-after depending on the cause. Signs and symptoms of cerebral 

palsy may not always be apparent at birth. The child will likely experience a delay in 

development and growth milestones.  Cerebral Palsy is one of the most common 

causes of chronic childhood disability with the frequency of 1.4-2.7/1000 of live 

births (Tabib, 2009). 

 

CP has been known as a clinical entity for over a hundred years and is still to 

some extent loosely defined (Bax, 2001), thesis surprising and worth considering. 

CP is a handy term for scientific description and Medical diagnosis and there are 

various definitions for Cerebral Palsy (Kavcic and Vodusec, 2005, p.582) Cerebral 
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palsy refers to a group of movement disorders caused by damage to the brain 

occurring before, during or shortly after  birth;  these  conditions  are  not  caused  

by  problems  of  nerves  and  muscles (NINDS, 2011). According to Ketellar et al 

2010 cerebral palsy is the result of a lesion or mal-development of the brain, non-

progressive in character and existing from earliest childhood. The motor deficit 

discover expression in abnormal patterns of posture and movement, in association 

with an abnormal postural tone. Cerebral palsy is an umbrella term covering a group 

of non- progressive, but often changing, motor impairment syndromes secondary to 

lesions or anomalies of the brain arising in the early stages of its development (Mutch 

et al., 1992, pp. 547–551).   

 

History of cerebral palsy 

Cerebral palsy is not a new disorder. The origin and history of cerebral palsy includes 

a number of great minds, generous hearts and dedicated people striving to improve the 

lives of individuals with disabilities. In the mid-1800s, Dr. William John Little 

pioneered the study of cerebral palsy using his own childhood disability as an 

inspiration. The medical profession did not begin to study cerebral palsy as a distinct 

medical condition until 1861. The first paper of Dr. William John Little was published 

in that year describing the neurological problems of children with spastic diplegia 

which is sometimes called Little‟s disease. Dr. Siggmund Frued, the Austrilian 

neurologist better known for his work in psychiatry, published some of the earliest 

medical papers on cerebral palsy (Geralis, 1998. pp.30). Continuing advances in 

understanding of the causes and treatment of this heterogeneous disorder, when 

broadly understood and applied, will allow more children and adults with cerebral 

palsy to reach their full potential (Tseng et al. 2010).  

 

Etiology 

While CP was initially attributed to injuries resulting from birth asphyxia, recent 

studies have shown that in actuality it includes numerous factors. Injury to the 

developing brain may be prenatal, natal or postnatal (Bangash, A.S.  Hanafi, M.Z. 

Idrees, R. and Zehra, N., 2011). 

Today it is believed that prenatal risk factors play at least some role in most cases of 

cerebral palsy, but in the early years most cases were thought to be caused by 
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obstetrical complications at birth (Geralis, E 1998 pp.30-31). 70 to 80 percent of 

cerebral palsy cases are acquired prenatally and from largely unknown causes. 

Birth complications, including asphyxia, are currently estimated to account for about 

6 percent of patients with congenital cerebral palsy. Neonatal risk factors for cerebral 

palsy include birth after fewer than 32 weeks gestation, birth weight of less than 5 

lb, 8 oz (2,500gm), intrauterine growth retardation, intracranial hemorrhage and 

trauma. In about 10 to 20 percent of patients, cerebral palsy is acquired postnatally, 

mainly because of brain damage from bacterial meningitis, viral encephalitis, hyper 

bilirubinemia, motor vehicle collisions, falls, or child abuse. (Chen et al. 2013 pp. 

3867- 3874). 

 

Types of CP 

A review of literature reveals confusion in the classification of cerebral palsy.  

According to Ohata et al. 2006 a complete diagnosis should include one or more titles 

from each of the main headings. The motor classification is given superiority. Next, 

there should be a statement as to structure of the disease (body parts involved). There 

also should be a statement as to the etiology of the disease; statement of the 

capabilities of the patient should include the related motor, sensory, intellectual, 

emotional, visual, speech, and hearing status in the supplemental classification. 

Finally, a statement of the functional classification of the patient completes the list. 

Thus, a comprehensive diagnosis will demand a careful consideration of every aspect 

of the patient and will afford a sound basis for prognosis, neuro-anatomical 

correlation, and treatment. Smith 2005 stated that several classifications of cerebral 

palsy have been developed according to the location of the lesion affecting the 

development, affected limb, quality of tone, quality of movement and personality 

characteristics. 

According to the American Academy for cerebral palsy the following classification is 

presented. 

 

I. Physiological (motor) 

A. Spastic: Spasticity is the most common type of movement disorder. It is 

characterized by abnormal control of voluntary limb muscles and recognized by an 

enduring positive Babinski reflex (indicating an organic lesion of the pyramidal tract) 
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in the presence of a clasp knife effect (sudden disappearance of abnormal resistance to 

passive stretch), hyper reflexia and/or clonus. Truncal tone may be reduced (Blair 

&Stanley, 1997 p. 185). 

B. Athetoid: Athetoid is also known as dyskinetic type of cerebral palsy. Muscle 

tone is mixed or fluctuating sometimes too high and sometimes too low, the affected 

parts of the body perform involuntary, purposeless movements which interfere with 

other skills requiring coordinated movements, difficulty with fixation and also 

require asymmetry to stabilize. 

C. Rigidity: Rigidity is refers to a type of cerebral palsy in which increased muscle 

tone and appears stiff or rigid. The muscle tension in the body cannot be relieved 

through stretching and can sometimes lead to an inability to move joints. In worst-

case scenarios and/or untreated individuals, loss of function and deformity may occur. 

Stiffness is the result of inactivity (Givon 2009, pp. 87-93). 

D. Dystonia: Dystonia is hyperkinetic movement disorder characterized by 

involuntary and sustained contractions of opposing muscles causing twisting 

movement and abnormal posture (Catherine, Delnooz and Warrenburg 2012, pp. 221-

240). 

E. Ataxic: Low muscle tone and poor coordination of movements that are unsteady 

and shaky.  Difficulty through voluntary movements, balance and control of trunk, 

head and limbs are the most common.   

F. Tremor: Tremor is a movement condition characterized by involuntary rhythmic 

muscle contractions that cause the affected area to oscillate (move to and 

fro).  Tremors result from damage to the nerves connected to muscles.  They can 

affect just one part of the body, frequently the hands, or they can affect the entire 

body. 

G. Mixed 

 

II. Structural  

A. Monoplegia: Involves one limb; condition is rare; should be checked closely to 

determine if you are not dealing with a paraplegia or hemiplegia. 

B. Paraplegia: Involves the legs only and are practically always of the spastic or 

rigidity type.  
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C. Hemiplegia: The lateralized half of the body is affected and it is usually spastic, 

although pure hemiplegia is occasionally seen, as are pure rigidity hemiplegia. There 

is often sensory involvement in the areas of proprioception to point discrimination and 

form perception. Aphasias appear more frequently in right than in left hemiplegia and 

are much more common in the acquired than in the congenital cerebral palsy. 

D. Triplegia: Involves 3 extremities, usually both legs and one arm, usually spastic. 

This may represent hemiplegia plus paraplegia, or incomplete quadriplegia.  

E. Quadriplegia (Tetraplegia): Involvement of all 4 extremities. Patients with the 

greatest involvement of the legs are usually spastic, and patients with greatest 

involvement of the arms are usually the dyskinetics, including athetoids. 

F. Diplegia: This term is seldom used. Paralysis affecting like parts on either side of 

the body is considered as bilateral paralysis or diplegia.   

 

III. Functional Capacity (degree of severity) 

Class I. Patients with cerebral palsy with no practical limitation of activity 

Class II. Patients with cerebral palsy with slight to moderate limitation of activity 

Class III. Patients with cerebral palsy with moderate to great limitation of activity 

Class IV. Patients with cerebral palsy unable to perform activity (Winter et al. 2002 p. 

1224). 

 

2.4 Occupation 

Occupations are simply defined as the activities that contain our lifestyle. It is the 

activity or task that engages a person‟s resources of time and energy (Coster, 1998, 

p.338). Human occupation refers to doing work, play, or ADLs within a 

temporal, physical, socio cultural context. Coster acknowledge Crepeau 2003‟s 

work in his study which states that occupations are units of action with identifiable 

start and end points; a person performing an occupation is doing something that he 

or she began and can stop doing, such as dining. Occupations are likely to be 

meaningful within the context of a person‟s life which is contributed to identity. For 

example play is the main occupation for a child which is repeatable, intentional and 

consciously performed.  

Theories of occupation have changed since the early 1900s. The ideals were 

prominent in the early part of the twentieth century, particularly the concept that 
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daily routines and occupations improve a person‟s health. For children affect their 

development and their basic need for engagement in purposeful tasks and activities 

Smith 2005. Clark and colleagues defined occupations as amounts of daily activities 

that can be named in the dictionary of the culture (Clark et al, 1991, p.301). 

Occupation is also defined as the ordinary and familiar things that people do every 

day (Christiansen et al. 1995, p. 1015). The definition adopted by the Canadian 

Association of Occupational Therapy (CAOT) states that “occupation refers to a 

group of activities and tasks of everyday life, named, organized, and given value and 

meaning by individuals and a culture (Hammell 2004, p.297).  

 

2.5 Participation 

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines participation as involvement in life 

situations (WHO, 2001). Law 2002, described participation as the common English 

definition with others; and the act or state of receiving or having a part of 

something. In the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health 

(ICF), participation is categorized into following domains: 

-    Learning and applying knowledge 

-    General task and demands 

-    Communication 

-    Mobility 

-    Self care 

-    Domestic life 

-    Interpersonal interactions and relationship 

The domains are used in major life areas such as work or school, community, social 

and civil life (WHO, 2010). MOHO defines participation which the researcher also 

used in the study “as engagement in school, play, and daily activities that are part 

of one’s social and cultural context and necessary for well-being.” Children‟s 

performance and participation appears as the result of dynamic interaction among a 

child‟s volition, habituation and performance capacities as well as the environment. 

Children‟s participation and performance emerges as a consequence of this 

interaction. As children engage in daily activities they acquire, reinforce, and change 

their own capacities, beliefs and natures. Law also stated that Occupational Therapy 

focuses on enabling individuals and groups to participate in everyday occupation  
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that are meaningful to them, provide fulfillment, and engage them in everyday life 

with others. And its focus is on enhancing participation.  

 

2.6 Occupational participation 

Occupational participation, in term is the action elicited, guided, or structured by the 

preexisting occupational form, although occupational form may be said to predict or 

explain occupational participation, the nature of occupation is not deterministic 

(Nelson, D 1988 pp. 633-641). Furthermore, within occupational therapy it has been 

emphasized that participation in meaningful occupations stimulates health and well-

being (Gray, 2001; Wilcock, 1995; Wilcock et al. 1998; WHO, 2001). Likely, if 

active involvement in occupations has been shown to positively affect health and 

well-being, an imbalance of activities and roles may cause problems with health and 

quality of life (Pentland, Harvey, & Walker, 1998).  

Occupation is a basic human need on the other hand participation in occupation 

necessary to life as food and drink. Occupation also is an important determinant of 

health which can be strongly influenced by a person‟s occupational participation. 

Participation in a meaningful occupation and conversely the absence of meaningful 

occupation can have horrible health consequence in all ages (Wilcock 1998 pp. 248-

256). Occupational participation serves as of organizing time, space and materials. 

Patterns, habits, and roles evolve through the organization of occupation. Occupation 

changes over the life span representing occupational development. Like play is the 

key area of occupational focus in children. Play is often described as a primary 

occupation of childhood (Knox, 1997) and an effective and appropriate play can 

increase the participation level of cerebral palsy child. Because play is a spontaneous 

and intrinsically motivating activity as well as most successful event in childhood 

occupation (Parham, 1997, pp.202-203).     

 

2.7 SCOPE 

The Short Child Occupational Profile is a 25 item scale with 6 sections.  From these 

the first 5 sections deal with child‟s personal factors impacting on participating in 

performance and the last section containing environment describes the impact of 

environment in participation. The concept of SCOPE is originated from Model of 

Human Occupation (MOHO) (Bowyer et al 2005). SCOPE was developed after 4 
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years of different research.  Occupational therapists of urban hospital feel the need for 

an assessment which they can incorporate with MOHO when working with in/out 

patient or in intensive care. From this need SCOPE was developed. Scope was 

designed by focusing occupation and client centered and the theories which come 

from the assessment can be easily integrated into practice with client from birth to 21 

years. It gives a broad overview of a child‟s occupational participation and allows one 

to systematically evaluate the factors which restrict the participation. SCOPE helps to 

search the most feasible intervention option with MOHO. Research has proved that it 

is a valid assessment. The practitioner found it easy to rate, helps to communicate 

with caregiver and supports client centered occupation focused practice.  The strength 

of SCOPE is it can find occupational strength and challenges.  Though it is specially 

develop for Occupational Therapist, the other practitioners who have knowledge 

about SCOPE can apply it by using a different method of scoring system (Bowyer et 

al. 2012).  
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Chapter 3                                                                            Methodology 

 

3.1 Study Design 

The study was conducted through cross sectional study design. The researcher used 

this type of study design because the current study carried out at one time point or 

over a short period. Data was collected on individual characteristics, including 

demographic questioner, strengths, and challenges alongside information about the 

environment. In this way this study provides a snapshot of the characteristics 

associated with it. The focus of the study was to identify the association between age, 

sex, types of cerebral palsy with occupational participation. It was conducted at one 

time point where estimate the relationship between age, sex and also with the types of 

the condition. The common strength and challenges are also identified by this study 

which is helpful for the professionals working with the children with CP and also 

broaden this thesis. This study will give a snapshot of the association of age and sex 

with the occupational participation. The researcher collected the data from the 

participants from the last week of September 2013 to December 2013. 

 

3.2 Study setting 

For collecting data related to the study of identifying the level of occupational 

participation of cerebral palsy the study setting was the Pediatric inpatient unit of 

Centre for the Rehabilitation of the paralyzed (CRP), Savar, Dhaka. The researcher 

has chosen the inpatient pediatric unit of CRP because in inpatient unit all of the 

children are cerebral palsy (Appendix 5 B).  It is a residential program that provides 

two weeks of intensive service for 40 children with their caregivers. Researcher 

selects this setting because in CRP pediatric unit the participants were available in 

inpatient. According to the report of at a glance 2012 it is the organization where 

patient come from almost all districts of Bangladesh (Appendix 5 A). 

 

3.3 Study Population 

The children of cerebral palsy and their carer are the population of the study who 

come for treatment in inpatient pediatric unit, CRP. 
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3.4 Study period 

Total 10 months from May 2013 to February 2014. During this time frame 21.09.2013 

to 28.12.2013 was the data collection time for this cross sectional study. 

 

3.5 Data collection tools 

Consent form in Bangla (appendix 2 B), paper, pen & pencil and a standard 

questionnaire is used. The name of the scale is “The Short Child Occupational Profile 

(SCOPE)” (see the appendix 3 A and B). 

 

3.6 Participant size 

The participant size for this study is 181 although the primary data were collected 

from 182 participants. 1 participant was excluded for not fulfilling the inclusion 

criteria for diagnosing as myopathy. 

 

3.7 Inclusion criteria 

 The inclusion criteria for this study are given below 

 The cerebral palsy child who were admitted into CRP pediatric inpatient unit. 

 Male or female child of all ages who were admitted at CRP pediatric inpatient 

unit. 

3.8 Exclusion criteria 

 The children with cerebral palsy who has other associated problem (e.g. 

behavioral problem, mental retardation etc.) will be excluded. 

3.9 Participant selection procedure 

The participant of the study was the child with CP and their carer. Researcher selects 

the participant from the inpatient unit of CRP pediatric unit by purposive 

comprehensive sampling. The researcher selects the subject to meet a specific purpose 

in a specific time who were admitted and meet the criteria.  
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3.10 Data collection procedure 

The data was collected through primary and secondary data by the researcher. The 

primary data was collected from the participants directly observing or by asking 

questions. For this study the researcher collected all the data by herself by following 

the instructions given on the manual of SCOPE. The data collection tool was prepared 

for this research by following the guideline of translation of “WHO”. At first the tools 

was forward translated in Bangla by 5 different people then these five translations 

were summarized into one translation. The final one then back to back translated to 

see if there was any change of meaning of the data collection tool. The final corrected 

tool was then checked and rechecked by a linguist who knows Bangla and English 

very well. After completing all these processes the SCOPE was ready for collecting 

data to complete this research. 

Before collecting data the study aims and study purpose were explained to 

participants. The carers who were educated read the information sheet and consent 

form (See appendix 2 A). All the carers were given the opportunity to ask questions 

and when they showed interested to participate in the study they signed in the consent 

form willingly. After getting the permission from the mother they were requested to 

give their signature then the researcher collected data by the structured questionnaire, 

pen, pencil & paper. The data for the study of identifying the level of occupational 

participation of cerebral palsy was collected through observing the child and also 

asking structured question to the carer of the child. The researcher collected the 

observation part of the data by observing the child when he/she was doing any activity 

like play, taking therapy in a group, or when gossiping with caregiver. If any question 

which is in the questioner could not understand to score then that activity was asked 

to the carer for scoring appropriately as there is an arrangement in SCOPE for doing 

this. A total of 181 people consented to the research, giving a response rate of 100%.  

The participants answered almost every item. It took an average of 15 minutes to take 

one data from the participants. Most of the data was collected from the patient‟s room 

and a small number of data was collected from the therapy room. A small number of 

respondents could not answer the demographic variables like age, date of birth. The 

variables were then collected as secondary data from the medical records. Here an 

important part of the scale was the types of the condition that was also collected from 

the medical record.  
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3.11 Data analysis 

Researcher used statistical analysis to show the level of occupational participation of 

cerebral palsy child. The results were analyzed by using Statistical Package of Social 

Science (SPSS) 17. The association between age, sex and also the association among 

the types of CP with the occupational participation were identified by using chi square 

test. The common strengths and challenges of the participants were identified by 

SPSS by using frequency test. 

 

3.12 Ethical consideration 

The researcher maintained some ethical considerations like:  

 After getting the permission for doing this study from the academic institute 

the researcher started to do it (Appendix 1A).  

 The researcher obtained permission for data collection from the pediatric unit 

of CRP, Savar (Appendix 1 B). 

 The participants were informed before to invite participation in the study.  

 A written Bangla consent form was used to take the permission from each of 

the participants of the study (Appendix 2 A). 

 The researcher ensured that all participants were informed about their rights 

and reserves and about the aims and objectives of the study.  

 Researcher ensured that the organization (CRP) was not hampered by the 

study. 

 The participants had the rights to leave the study when they she wanted.  

  All kinds of confidentiality were highly maintained. The researcher had 

ensured not to leak out any type of confidentialities.  

 The researcher was eligible for the study after knowing the academic and 

clinical rules of doing the study about what should be done and what should 

not.  

 All rights of the participant were reserved and researcher was accountable to 

the participant to answer any type of study related questions.  

 Researcher maintained confidentiality about service information of the 

organization. 
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Chapter4                                                                                          Result 

4.1 Socio-demographic characteristics 

In this study 181 participants participated where males are 103 (56.9%) and females 

are 78 (43.1%). The participant age range was 8 months to 9 years and the mean age 

is 3.06.The other socio-demographic characteristics are given on Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1 Socio-demographic status  

 

Variable                                         Frequency                                 Percentage 

Sex 

Male                                            103                                     56.9% 

Female                                          78                                      43.1% 

Age 

Up to 2 years                                56                                       30.9% 

2-5 years                                     102                                       56.4% 

Above 5 years                               23                                       12.7% 

Mean ± SD                                                  3.069 ± 1.870 

Types of CP 

Spastic                                        134                                      74.0% 

Athetoid                                      39                                        21.5% 

Ataxic                                          6                                         3.3% 

Hypotonic                                     2                                        1.1% 

 

 

4.2 Level of occupational participation 

The results for occupational participation were obtained by following three stages 

which were divided into six other sub facts and those facts was also divided in other 

25 items.  In the first stage the 25 items given in SCOPE were analyze manually by 

the coding given to every points for coming into six sub facts like volition, 

habituation, communication and interaction skills, process skills, motor skills and 

environment. After completing the summarizing of these six items the main points 

named occupational participation was found. For finding out the score of occupational 

participation researcher score the scale according to the instruction given in the 
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manual. In four phases of score which was collected through maintaining the score 

that are 4=facilitates participation in occupation, 3=allows participation in occupation, 

2=inhibits participation in occupation and 1=restricts participation in occupation. The 

scale indicate that the participants who scorer highest is better in participation rather 

than who are scoring lower. In 181 participants a higher numbered of participants 86 

(47.5%) got score in the range of 44-62. The other level is given on Table 4.2.  

 

Table 4.2 Level of occupational participation 

                 

Participation level in score       Frequency            Percentage 

25-43                                               34                            18.8% 

44-62                                               86                            47.5% 

63-81                                               51                            28.2% 

82-100                                             10                              5.5% 

Mean ± SD                                                  2.20  ± .808 

Total                                              181                             100 

 

4.3 Association between age and occupational participation 

The result shows a significant association between age and occupational participation 

because here χ
2
 value is 29.758 and P value is 0.00 which is higher than 0.05 

(p>0.05). The analysis for showing the association between age and the participation 

was done through the descriptive statistics to cross tabs which shown the association 

of the all 181 participants. The results given in Table 4.3 shows the association with 

age group  where 56 participants was up to 2 years 15 participant  out of 56 got score 

25-43 that means limitation in participation in occupation. The other results are 

showing in Table 4.3. For finding out the association between age and occupational 

participation Pearson chi-square (χ
2
) value is tested through statistical analysis.   
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Table 4.3 association between age and occupational participation  

Variable                                 Occupational participation score                                           P value 

 

Age group      25-43                   44-62                   63-81             82-100         Total (n, %) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.00 

 

 

Up to 2 years    15 (44.1%)         35 (40.7%)          6 (11.8%)          0 (.0%)      56 (30.9%) 

 

2-5 years         17 (50%)            46 (53.5%)         33 (64.7%)        6 (60%)     102 (56.4%) 

 

Above 5 years    2 (5.9%)      5 (47.5%)         12 (23.5%)        4 (40%)     23 (12.7%) 

Total                  34                  86                      51          10      181 

 Pearson 
2 

value is 29.758 

4.4 Association between sex and occupational participation 

Table 4.4 shows the association between participant‟s sex and occupational 

participation. The total participants were 181 where 103 were male and 78 were 

female. The association was outlined by using cross tab. Here χ
2
 value is 3.244 and 

the p value is .355 which is lower than .05 that indicates there is no association with 

sex and occupational participation (p<.05).  

Table 4.4 association between sex and occupational participation  

Variable                        Occupational participation score                                                P value 

Sex                     25-43            44-62            63-81           82-100           Total (n, %)  

 

 

    .355 

Male (n,%)        15 (44.1%)      51 (59.3)      30 (58.8%)     7 (70%)       103 (56.9) 

 

Female (n, %)   19 (55.9%)      35 (40.7%)    21 (41.2%)    3 (30%)       78 (43.1%) 

  

Total                34 (18.8%)      86 (47.5%)     51 (28.2%)    10 (5.5%)     181 (100%) 

Pearson 
2 

value is 3.244   
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4.5 Association among types of CP and occupational participation 

The Association among types of CP and occupational participation is specified in 

Table 4.5. The types of cerebral palsy were classified into spastic, athetoid, ataxic and 

hypotonic (see the appendix 4). Most of the participants were spastic. The other types 

of CP with their score are shown on Table 4.5. The result establishes from Pearson 

chi-square test which χ
2
 value is 7.298 and p value is .466 that is lower than .05 and 

indicating no association among the types of cerebral palsy and occupational 

participation.                 

Table 4.5 Association among types of CP and occupational participation 

Variable                                            Occupational participation score                                   P value 

Types of CP               25-43              44-62              63-81              82-100         Total (n,%)  

 

 

 .466 

Spastic (n,%)       27 (79.4%)      61 (70.9%)          38 (74.5%)        8 (80%)       134 (74%) 

Athetoid (n,%)    7 (20.6%)         21 (24.4%)         10 (19.6%)        1(10%)        39 (21.5%) 

Ataxic (n,%)       0 (.0%)              2 (2.3%)              3 (5.9%)         1 (10%)         6 (3.3%) 

Hypotonic (n,%) 0 (.0%)              2 (2.3%)               0 (.0%)           0 (.0%)         2 (1.1%) 

Total                   34                        86                        51                    10               181 

Pearson chi-square value 7.298 
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4.6 Common strengths and challenges 

The data responses for finding out the strengths and challenges were analyzed using 

statistical analysis. Overall frequencies were calculated for all the items. A total of 

181 people consented to the research, giving a response rate of 100%. The 

participants answered almost every item.   

Table 4.6 common strengths and challenges 

Activity Challenges n (%)             Strength n (%) 

Touching, looking at, playing with, or 

trying new things 

 44 (24.3)                             137 (75.5) 

Showing enjoyment or happiness when 

playing or doing something 

36(19.9)                               145 (80.1) 

Knowing what he/she likes; choosing a 

favorite toy 

51(28.2)                               130 (71.8) 

 

Continuing an activity even when it 

becomes difficult 

94(51.9)                                87(48.1) 

 

Taking care of his/herself (for example, 

getting dressed, washing his/her body, 

eating) 

138(76.2)                              43(23.8) 

 

Stopping one activity and beginning 

another when asked 

124 (68.5)                             57 (31.5) 

Understanding and following routines (for 

example, getting ready in the morning, 

dinnertime routines, beginning the school 

day, bedtime routines) 

128 (70.7)                             53 (29.3)  

Doing things that are part of being a family 

member, friend, or student (for example 

doing chores at home, playing with a 

friend, or doing homework) 

132 (72.9)                             49 (27.1) 

 

 

 

Using facial expressions and gestures to 

indicate wants, needs, and moods 

73 (40.3)                              108 (59.7) 

Using his/her voice or words to indicate 

wants and needs 

94 (51.9)                               87 (48.1) 

 

Talking with friends, family, and others to 

share thoughts or ideas (for example, 

telling parents about the school day, telling 

a friend a story) 

127 (70.2)                             54 (29.8) 

 

Interacting with others in an appropriate 

way (for example, listening, cooperating, 

taking turns) 

69 (38.1)                              112 (61.9) 

 

 

Choosing and using objects appropriately 

(for example, choosing a pencil to write, 

using a spoon/fork to eat, putting gloves on 

hands) 

123 (68)                                 58 (32) 

 

 

Noticing and responding to things around 96 (53)                                   85 (47) 
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him/her (for example, answering a 

vibrating cell phone, stopping at a stop 

sign, leaving the building when hearing a 

fire alarm) 

 

 

 

Making and following through with a plan 

(for example, identifying and playing a 

game with friends, deciding how to finish 

homework, deciding what to wear and 

getting dressed) 

135 (74.6)                              46 (25.4) 

 

Solving problems (for example, turning 

puzzle pieces in a different direction to 

solve a puzzle, realizing that shoes are on 

the wrong feet and switching them) 

144 (79.6)                             37 (20.4) 

 

 

 

Using his/her body to move and do things 

(for example, sitting upright at the table, 

getting from one side of the room to the 

other) 

102 (56.4)                              79 (43.6) 

 

 

Using hands to do things (for example, 

cutting with scissors, reaching for an 

object) 

128 (70.7)                               53 (29.3) 

 

Having the strength to hold, lift, and move 

objects 

125 (69.1)                               56 (30.9) 

Having the right energy level throughout 

the day (for example, not being too active 

or too tired) 

130 (71.8)                               51 (28.2) 

 

 

The space inside and outside my child‟s 

home (for example, the bedroom, the 

family room, the front yard) 

118 (65.2)                              63 (34.8) 

 

 

The space inside and outside my child‟s 

school and/or other places in the 

neighborhood (for example, the classroom, 

the playground, the street, the 

church/synagogue) 

133 (73.5)                            48 (26.5) 

 

 

Toys, adaptive equipment, school 

materials, and other aids (for example, 

transportation, communication devices, 

wheelchair) 

118 (65.2)                            63 (34.8) 

 

 

Different people, such as family, friends, 

and teachers 

59 (32.6)                           122 (67.4) 

Rules and requirements for doing things at 

home (for example, doing assigned chores, 

keeping things neat)  

85 (47)                              96 (43) 

 

 

Rules and requirements for doing things at 

school and/or in the neighborhood (for 

example, following homework directions, 

sitting quietly at a movie theater) 

88 (48.6)                           93 (51.4) 

  

 

Our family schedule 84 (46.4)                        97 (53.6)              
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The SPSS analysis gives the frequency which indicates that 79.6% of the cerebral 

palsy children faced challenges in solving problems (for example, turning puzzle 

pieces in a different direction to solve a puzzle, realizing that shoes are on the wrong 

feet and switching them). Showing enjoyment or happiness when playing or doing 

something is the most common strength which was found in 145 participants that 

indicates 80.1%. 
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Chapter 5                                                                                   Discussion 

Discussion 

The study examined the level of occupational participation of children with Cerebral 

Palsy by using the Short Child Occupational Profile (SCOPE version 2.2). SCOPE is 

a valid way for assessing the child‟s occupational participation irrespective of 

symptom, age, diagnosis etc. The present study represents the occupational 

participation and its association with age, sex and also the types of cerebral palsy.  

 

5.1 Level of occupational participation 

The present study identifies the level of occupational participation by using SCOPE. 

This study demonstrate the level in a score similar to the other studies which used 

different scale like Pediatric Evaluation of Disability Inventory (PEDI),  Quality of 

Life (QOL), Gross Motor Function Measure (GMFM) etc. Participation of a child in 

any activity depends on motor development. Motor development is a process of 

change in behavior as a result of the interaction of heredity with the environment. 

In this process, it is considered that the environment causes a stimulatory effect that 

interacts with human biology (Madeira, Carvalho and Assis 2013). Occupational 

participation in not only children but also all aged people is different and if they are 

assessing they will got a different score. It is commonly said that the children who are 

typically developed and have no problem in motor or cognitive activities will get a 

higher score. On the contrary the children who are affected by any kind of disease 

specially affecting movement related activity will score lower. From this believe this 

study was done and demonstrating the score of participation having by the different 

kind of cerebral palsy child of Bangladesh from a rehabilitation hospital.  

 

5.2 Association between age and Occupational participation 

Current study findings demonstrate that there is a strong association with age and 

occupational participation (p>0.05) which is similar to the previous study of Chiarello 

et all 2014 which indicate participation in family and recreational activities and self-

care does vary by age. The study took the variables from the entire SCOPE and 

addressed the occupational participation along with the environment. The study 

showed that there were 6 domains for occupational participation that are volition, 
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habituation, communication and interaction skills, process skills, motor skills and 

environment. The study displays outcome in four category where the highest score is 

F (Facilitates participation in occupation), then the second score is A (Allows 

participation in occupation), third is I (Inhibits participation in occupation), and the 

last one is R (Restricts participation in occupation). According to data obtained to the 

present study of cerebral palsy child got score that indicate different level of 

participation like facilitation, inhibits, allows or restricts participation in occupation 

supporting the findings like cerebral palsy child has motor function problem stated on 

the study of (Ko, I.H. Kim, J.H. Lee, B.H., 2013). 

 

5.3 Association between sex and Occupational participation 

The present study shows that there is no association with the sex and occupational 

participation p < 0.05. There is no impact on participation depending on the sex of the 

participants.  However, these data were based on the structured questionnaire named 

SCOPE.  

 

5.4 Association among types of CP and Occupational participation 

According to Rosenbaum and Stewart 2004, many researchers and clinicians working 

in the field of cerebral palsy (CP) have adopted the frame work of the International 

Classification of Functioning, Disability, and Health (ICF) to inform choices of 

outcomes and measures. Hidecker et al. 2012 stated that CP clinical practice and 

research go beyond describing the anatomy and physiology of individuals with CP to 

considering their ability to participate in daily activities. From this concept in this 

study the occupational participation was shown in association with different types of 

cerebral palsy. Study findings indicate that there is no association with the types of 

cerebral palsy and occupational participation (p < 0.05). Several studies reported 

conflicting findings between children with CP and typically developing children on of 

the participation and activities of daily life domains. Dickinson et al. 2007, compared 

1,174 children with CP, ages 8–12, to typically developing children where no 

difference in participation was found between the two groups. Similarly, Chow et al. 

2005 found that in children with physical disabilities, including CP, subjective quality 

of life and participation did not differ from typically developing peers.  However, 

other researchers have found significant differences in participation. Pava, Santos, 
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Oliveira, and Rocha, 2013 show that there is a delayed development of motor function 

in children with cerebral palsy according to different types so there is an exertion in 

involving the functional activity. Activity limitations are presumed to be a 

consequence of motor disorder and the person who are affected by cerebral palsy has 

an impairment in their motor activity as a result they may have limitation in the 

participation of their day to day activities (Rosenbaum, et al. 2006).  Another study is 

showing different results that indicate mild motor impairments, often slight effect on 

performance (Moreira, R, Magalhaes, L. Alves, C., 2013). Findings of Lowe2010 

indicated that for children, participation in school occupations was undermined by 

challenges. 

5.5 Common strengths and challenges 

The Short Child Occupational Profile can help to make a child profile by identifying 

the strengths and challenges of the participants. In this study, showing enjoyment or 

happiness when playing or doing something are the most common strengths (80.1%) 

of all participants probably as they need less motor involvement for this activity. The 

activity only needs facial movements and it may be a cause that movement of the face 

is relatively possible for all types of cerebral palsy children and also all children are 

eager to participate in these activities according to children nature. According to the 

study findings 79.6% of participants faced challenges with solving problems (for 

example, turning puzzle pieces in a different direction to solve a puzzle, realizing that 

shoes are on the wrong feet and switching them). It seems that for solving a problem a 

child needs his/ her cognitive skills as well as the gross and fine motor skills.  In 

particular, gross motor action performing capacity showed differences depending on 

the degree of impairment of cerebral palsy (Ko, I.H. Kim, J.H. and Lee, B.H., 2013). 

On the other hand cognition is thought to be critical to successful participation 

(American Occupational Therapy Association, 2002). As cerebral palsy child has 

motor impairment according to the variation of types that indicate a range of facing 

challenges on doing any activity. Participation in any activity is a deliberate process 

with a meaningful outcome involving contextualized engagement with materials and 

others (Lawlor, 2003 ).But child with cerebral palsy involving a larger impairment 

faces challenges to engage for getting an outcome.  

The results presented contribute to a better understanding of the occupational 

participation of children with CP, especially with the different types of CP and 
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association with age. Moreover, there was the objective of having association with 

occupational participation although there is no significant association shown by this 

study.  

5.6 Limitation 

The limitation of the present study are- 

 There is a limited amount of literature related to the study.  

 Researcher does not have any training to collects data on Short Child 

Occupational Profile (SCOPE). 

Recommendation 

SCOPE is an assessment tool of having different aspect which can be envisioned by 

using further research. By the current findings it can be said that SCOPE can be used 

in any treatment setting for occupational therapy as it is largely deals with the 

participation in different domain of daily life. On the other hand as there is limitation 

of research evidence so before doing any new research it should be considered.  

Conclusion 

The presentation of cerebral palsy can be global mental and physical dysfunction or 

isolated disturbances in gait, cognition, growth, or sensation. (Karen, W 2006).Recent 

research reflects the current view that child participation is closely related with health 

status meaning that the persons who are less affected by the disease have more 

participation in occupation. In accordance with the ICF perspective, Rosenbaum and 

Stewart 2004, stated that „Studies of children and youth with CP should include 

dimensions of activity and participation, as well as environmental factors, to capture 

the complex interactional nature of the life experiences of these children and their 

families.‟ Thus, current research reflects increased attention to the dynamic 

interactions between participation and neuro impairments, mobility, caregiver 

assistance, and functional activity.  

This study provided evidence about the level of occupational participation of CP 

child. Here the SCOPE is a tool that can support therapists in making valid 

interpretation about their client‟s occupational participation. It can further encourage 

occupation based practices which focus on the unique strengths and needs of each 

client. 
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Appendix 2 (A) 

তথয বফফযণী 

াঅবভ ারুর াঅক্তায, ব.াঅয.ব’য বক্ষা প্রবতষ্ঠান ফাাংরাদদ হল থ প্রদপন  াআন্পটিটিউদেয বফ.এ.ব াআন 

াকুদনার হথযাব বফবাদগয  ৪থথ ফদলথয াধযনযত একজন বনবভত ছাত্রী । াঅভায হকাথো ম্পন্ন কযায 

জনয াঅভাদক একো গদফলণা ম্পন্ন কযদত দফ । 

এাআ ুফাদদ াঅবভ াঅনাদক াঅভায গদফলণা াাংগ্রন কযায াঅভন্ত্রন জানাবি, াঅভায গদফলণায বফল –“ 

হদযব্রার ারী ফাচ্চা মাযা ব.াঅয.ব বশু বফবাদগ ববতথ  াঅদছ তাদদয কাদজ াাংগ্রণ এফাং ম্পাদদনয 

ভাত্রা বিবিত কযা” ।  াঅভায গদফলণায রক্ষয র ফাাংরাদদদয ব.াঅয.ব’য বশু বফবাগ এ হম ফ হদযব্রার 

ারী বশুযা ববতথ   তাদদয কাদজ াাংগ্রদণয ভাত্রা বিবিত কযা ।

এাআ গদফলণা াঅনায াাংগ্রন একান্তাআ াঅনায াআিা এফাং মবদ াঅবন যাবজ না থাদকন তাদর াঅবন 

াঅনায াাংগ্রন প্রতযাায কযদত াযদফন । 

“ফাচ্চায কাদজয াংবক্ষপ্ত ফণথনা হের’’ নাভক একটি হের বদদ াঅনায উতর য হনা দফ এফাং াঅনায 

ফাচ্চাদক মথদফক্ষণ কযা দফ হমো ১০ হথদক ১৫ বভবনে ভ বনদফ এফাং াঅনায উতর য মূ্পণথ হগান এফাং 

ফযাবক্তগতবাদফ যাখা দফ । াঅনায এফাং াঅনায ফাচ্চায াাংগ্রদনয জনয হকান াঅবথথক াতা াদফন 

না । এাআ গদফলণা াাংগ্রদনয জনয াঅবন যাবয হকান রাবফান দফন না এফাং এাআ গদফলণায কাযদন 

াঅনায হকান ক্ষবত ফা বফদ দফ না । ফ তদথযয মূ্পনথ হগানীতা ভানা দফ । াঅনায ানুভবত ছাড়া 

াংগৃীত তথয গুদরা এভনবাদফ ফযফায কযা দফ না মাদত াঅনায নাভ জনমু্মদখ  প্রকা া । 

মবদ এাআ গদফলণা ম্পদকথ  াঅনায এখন াথফা দয হকান বজজ্ঞাা থাদক তাদর বনন্বরবখত ফযবক্তদক 

বিধাীন বাদফ বজদজ্ঞ কযদত াদযন- 

 

ারুর াঅক্তায

বফ.এ.ব াআন াকুদনার হথযাব 

৪থথ ফলথ, হনাঃ ২০০৯-২০১০ 

াকুদনার হথযাব বফবাগ 

ফাাংরাদদ হল থ প্রদপন  াআন্পটিটিউে 

ব.াঅয.ব-িাাাআন, াবায, ঢাকা-১৩৪৩ 

হপানাঃ ০১৯১৬৯৪৩২৬০  
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ম্মবতত্র 

 

এাআ গদফলণা াঅবভ------------------------------------------------------- একজন াাংগ্রণকাযী এফাং 

াঅবভ এাআ গদফলণায উদেয বযষ্কাযবাদফ জানদত হদযবছ । াঅবভ হম হকান ভ এফাং গদফলণায হম হকান 

মথাদ াঅভায াাংগ্রণ প্রতযাায কযদত াবয । এ জনয াঅবভ কাদযা কাদছ জফাফবদব  ক্ষবতূযণ বদদত 

ফাধয নাআ । এাআ গদফলণা াাংগ্রণ কযদর াঅভায ফাচ্চায বিবকৎায াথফা াঅভায হকান ফযাঘাত ঘেদফ না ।  

াক্ষাৎকাদযয কর তথয হমগুদরা গদফলণায কাদজ ফযফহৃত দফ, হগুদরা হগানীতায াদথ বনযাদ 

স্থাদন যাখা দফ । শুধুভাত্র গদফলক এ তথযগুদরায প্রদফাবধকায াদফ এফাং কায নাভ হকাথা না ছাবদ এ 

তথযগুদরা গদফলণা দত্র প্রকাবত দফ । 

াঅবভ উদযাক্ত কর তথয গুদরা ম্পদকথ  জাবন এফাং াঅবভ এাআ গদফলণা াাংগ্রদন ম্মবত জ্ঞান কযবছ । 

 

 

াাংগ্রণকাযীয টিাআ াথফা াক্ষযাঃ----------------------------------------- তাবযখাঃ-------------------- 

গদফলদকয াক্ষযাঃ------------------------------------------------------------- তাবযখাঃ------------------- 
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Appendix 2 (B) 

Consent Form 

 

Title of the study:  level of occupational participation of cerebral palsy child. 

Study purpose: As I am a student of 4
th

 year Occupational Therapy and in my 

content of 4
th

 year I have to do a research on any relevant topic of our profession. I am 

interested in this area so I want to conduct this research. 

As you are a mother of cerebral palsy child, I am inviting you to help us by 

participating in this study.  

If you agree to our proposal of including your child to participate in the study, I would 

assess your child on some aspect like child expression of enjoyment, daily activities, 

response to transition, non- verbal communication, problem solving etc. This may 

require 10-20minutes.  

Information that I will collect from you will remain confidential, under lock and key. 

None other than the investigators of this research; possible study monitor, and any 

law-enforcing agency in the event of necessity would have an access to the 

information. Any personal identifiable information will be held and processed under 

secured conditions, with access to limited appropriate staff of that organization. 

Your participation in this study is completely voluntary. You have no benefit or risk 

regarding your personal, professional or getting treatment. You have the right to 

withdraw from the study at any time. As I have told you everything regarding this 

study, now if you are interested to participate in this study you are requested to sign 

below. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

 

 

 

_______________________________________              ____________________

           

Signature or left thumb impression of participant    Date 
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Appendix 3 (A) 
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Appendix 3 (B) 

বনজ াআিাবক্তয ফযফায 

তথয াঅযনভূরক ানুন্ধান 

ফাচ্চা ফযাবক্ত, ফস্তু  বযদফ হদদখ, স্পথ কদয এফাং বালায ানুন্ধান কদয  

F  ফাচ্চা স্বতাঃসূ্ফতথ বাদফ বযদফদয তথয াঅযণ শুরু কদয এফাং তা ফজা যাদখ ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চায ভাদঝ ভাদঝ বযদফদয তথয াঅযণ এফাং তা ফজা যাখায জনয াআবিত, উৎা াথফা 

াাদমযয দযকায   

I ানুন্ধানভূরক ফযফায ধদয যাখায জনয ফাচ্চায প্রিুয বযভান াআবিত, উৎা াথফা াাদমযয 

দযকায    

R ফাচ্চা াযীবযক ফা াভাবজক উেীদক াড়া হদ না 

 

াঅনদেয ফবাঃপ্রকা  

ফাচ্চা হকান কভথকাদেয ভাধযদভ তায ন্তুবি প্রকা কদয  

 

াঅগ্র এফাং ছে প্রকা কযা 

ফাচ্চা বনাঃদেদ হকান ফস্তু, ঘেনা াথফা ফযবক্তয প্রবত ছে  াঅগ্র প্রকা কযদত াদয   

 

 

 

 

F  কাদজয ভ  দয ফাচ্চা স্বতাঃসূ্ফতথ বাদফ াঅনদেয ফবাঃপ্রকা কদয  ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চায কাদজয ন্তুবি   ফবাঃপ্রকা বকছুো ীবভত  

I কাদজয ভ ফাচ্চা বকছু াঅনে প্রকা কদয বকন্তু তা উদিগ  তাায বভশ্রণ  

R ফাচ্চা কাদজ বরপ্ত দর ফভ  উদিগ  তাা প্রকা কদয  

F  ফাচ্চা বফববন্ন ফস্তু, ঘেনা াথফা ফযবক্তয প্রবত দৃঢ় াঅগ্র প্রকা কদয   ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চাদক হকান বকছু ছে কযদত বদদর াআতস্তত , ছে কযায জনয াআবিত ফা যাভদথয 

প্রদাজন , াাদমযয ভাধযদভ ছে বনফথািন কযদত াদয  

I ফাচ্চা প্রাাআ ছে বনফথািন কযদত াদনযয উয বনবথ যীর এফাং বনদজয ছে/ াঅগ্র ম্পদকথ  

াবনবিত  

R ফাচ্চা হকান ফস্তু, ফযবক্ত ফা ঘেনায প্রবত াঅগ্র হদখা না   
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প্রবতিবিতা াড়া হদা  

ফাচ্চা নতুন কাদজ বরপ্ত  এফাং হফব াায ুদমাগ গ্রণ কদয াথফা ফড় হকান দাবফয দতথ য ভদধয কাজ কদয  

 

 

াবযা 

দদনবেন কাজকভথ  

ফাচ্চা জাদন বকবাদফ দদনবেন কাজ ম্পন্ন কযদত  এফাং এাআ কাদজ হ াাংগ্রণ কযদত াদয (দদনবেন 

কাজকভথ হমভন- জাভা যা, বযিন্নতা, খাা াআতযাবদ)  

 

বযফতথ দনয াড়া  

মখন বযদফদয ভাধযদভ াআবিত া াথফা ফড় হক ফদর তখন ফাচ্চা একো কাজ হল  ানযটি শুরু কযদত াদয  

 

 

F  ফাচ্চা  স্বতাঃসূ্ফতথ বাদফ প্রবতিবিতাভূরক নতুন কাজ খুদজ এফাং তা কদয   ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চা স্বতাঃসূ্ফতথ বাদফ নতুন প্রবতিবিতাভূরক কাজ শুরুয হিিা কদয, বকন্তু দজাআ তা দ 

মা এফাং ঐ কাজটি কযদত  বকছু াাদমযয  দযকায   

I াধাযন ফাচ্চায নতুন কাদজ বরপ্ত ায জনয এফাং হাআ কাদজয ভকায তাা দূয কযায জনয 

বফদল াাদমযয প্রদাজন   

R ফাচ্চা নতুন াথফা াবধক প্রবতিবিতাভূরক কাজ বযায কদয কাযন তাযা াদনক হফব তাা 

হবাদগ    

F  ফাচ্চা  জাদন বকবাদফ দদনবেন কাজ ম্পন্ন কযদত  এফাং এাআ কাদজ াাংগ্রণ কযদত ক্ষভ    ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চায বনদজয মদেয কাজকভথ কযায উা জানদত এফাং তাদত াাংগ্রণ কযদত বনবভত 

বনদদথ না  াআবিদতয প্রদাজন   

I বনদজয মে ম্পদকথ  ফাচ্চায খুফ কভ ধাযণা াঅদছ এফাং াধাযনত এাআ কাদজ াাংগ্রদণয জনয তায 

বফববন্ন াআবিত  বফদল াাদমযয প্রদাজন    

R ফাচ্চা জাদননা বকবাদফ বনদজয মে কযদত  এফাং তায কাদজ াাংগ্রণ কদয না     

F  ফাচ্চা  াংবিবাদফ বফববন্ন কাদজয ভদধয বযফতথ ন কযদত াদয  ভন্তফয  

A একো কাজ হথদক ানয কাদজ স্থানান্তবযত দত ফাচ্চায ভাদঝ ভাদঝ াআবিত াথফা াাদমযয 

প্রদাজন   

I কাদজয স্থানান্তদযয জনয ফাচ্চায বফববন্ন াআবিত  উদেখদমাগয বযভান াাদমযয প্রদাজন    

R স্থানান্তদযয কাযদন ফাচ্চা ভানবকবাদফ বফমথস্ত  বফভ্রান্ত; মথামথ বিবাদফ নতুন হকান কাদজ 

বরপ্ত দত াদযনা; বফৃঙ্খর দ দয  
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বনভ ভাবপক কাজ (রুটিন) 

ফাচ্চা রুটিন ম্পদকথ  দিতন এফাং দদনবেন রুটিদন কামথকযবাদফ াাংগ্রণ কদয  

 

াফস্থান ানুমাী বনবদথ ি কাজ 

ফাচ্চা তায বনবদথ ি াফস্থান ম্পদকথ  জাদন ঐ াফস্থান ানুমাী ফযফায কদয  

 

াঅদান-প্রদান  বিায দক্ষতা 

বালা বফীন হমাগাদমাগ  

ফাচ্চা মথামথ এফাং কামথকয বাদফ  বালা বফীন হমাগাদমাগ কযদত াদয (হমভন ভুদখয বাফ, ািববি, প্রতীকী বিি, 

হিাদখয হমাগাদমাগ এফাং াভাবজক বযদফদ ানযদদয হমাগাদমাগ)  

  

 

 

 

F  ফাচ্চা  প্রবতবদদনয রুটিদনয ধাযা ম্পদকথ  দিতন এফাং হ ানুমাী কাজ কযদত াদয   ভন্তফয  

A রুটিদনয বনবভত কাজগুদরা কযদত ফাচ্চায ভাদঝ ভাদঝ াআবিত এফাং ঠিক উা হদখাদনায 

প্রদাজন    

I ফাচ্চা প্রাাআ তায রুটিদনয বনবভত কাজগুদরা কযদত  াক্ষভ  

R ফাচ্চা প্রবতবদদনয রুটিন ম্পদকথ  দিতন ন এফাং হ ানুমাী কাজ শুরু কযদত াদযনা   

F  ফাচ্চা ফভ তায াফস্থান ম্পবকথ ত কাজ  ফযফায প্রদথন কদয এফাং াঅানুরূ বালা প্রকা 

কদয াথফা তায াফস্থান ম্পবকথ ত কাদজ াাংগ্রণ কদয  

ভন্তফয  

A াফস্থান ানুমাী াঅানুরূ কাজ ফাচ্চা ফভ কযদত াদযনা বকন্তু াাদমযয ভাধযদভ হ তায 

াফস্থান ানুমাী ফযফায প্রদথন কদয  

I ফাচ্চায াফস্থান ম্পবকথ ত কাজগুদরা ফাছাাআ কযদত তায বফববন্ন ধযদনয াআবিদতয প্রদাজন   

R ফাচ্চা তায াফস্থান ম্পবকথ ত প্রতযাা ম্পদকথ  জাদননা, তায াফস্থান ম্পবকথ ত কাজটি ফাছাাআ 

কযদত াদয না  

F  ানযদদয াদথ হমাগাদমাগ কযদত ফাচ্চা স্বতাঃসূ্ফতথ  বাদফ বালা বফীন হমাগাদমাগ ভাধযভ ফযফায 

কদয  

ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চা শুধুভাত্র াদনযয তৎযতা বালা বফীন হমাগাদমাগ প্রদথন কদয  

I হমাগাদমাদগয ভ ফাচ্চা খুফ কভ বালা বফীন হমাগাদমাগ ভাধযভ ফযফায কদয মা পরপ্রূ ন  

R ফাচ্চা তায হমাগাদমাদগয ভ বালা বফীন হমাগাদমাগ ভাধযভ ফযফায কদয না  
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বালায প্রকা 

ফাচ্চা মথামথ এফাং ঠিকবাদফ বালায ফযফায কদয   

 

াঅরা- াঅদরািনা 

ফাচ্চা মথামথ  ঠিক উাদ ফনু্ধ, বক্ষক, বতা-ভাতা, হথযাবদেয াদথ তথয, বযকল্পনা এফাং ানুবূবত প্রকাদয 

জনয কদথাকথন কযদত াদয  

 

ম্পকথ   

ফাচ্চা াভাবজক বযদফদয াদথ ঠিক ফজা যাদখ  

 

 

 

 

F  ফাচ্চা তায স্বয, ব্দ  গবতয ভাধযদভ তায বালায ফযফায শুরু কদয  ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চাদক ফদর বদদর বালায প্রকা কদয বকন্তু এাআ প্রকা ববিদত স্বয, ব্দ  গবতয বকছু ীভাফ্ধততা 

থাদক  

I ফাচ্চা খুফ কভ ভাআ বালায ফযফায কদয এফাং  স্বয, ব্দ  গবতয ভদধয জটিরতায মু্মখীন  

R ফাচ্চা বালায ফযফাদয াক্ষভ ফা াবনিুক  

F  ফাচ্চা াথথফ কদথাকথদনয জনয স্বতাঃসূ্ফতথ বাদফ তায ানুবূবত, তথয  বযকল্পনা বাগাবাবগ 

কযদত াদয  

ভন্তফয  

A াআবিত হদর ফাচ্চা তায াভাবজক বযদফদ াথথফ কদথাকথন কযদত াদয  

I াদনযয াদথ াথথফ কদথাকথদন াাংগ্রণ কযদত ফাচ্চা জটিরতায মু্মখীন  ফাধাগ্রস্থ  

বিধাবিত  াথফা াভাবজক কদথাকথদন াপ্রতযাবত  

R ফাচ্চা ানযদদয াদথ কদথাকথদন াক্ষভ ফা াবনিুক, ফাচ্চা ত কথা ফরদত াদযনা াথফা 

াঅরা াঅদরািনা খুফ াদমাগয ফা কদথাকথনদক বফবিন্ন কদয  

F  ফাচ্চা াভাবজক এফাং স্বতাঃসূ্ফতথ বাদফ ানযদদয ম্পদকথ  দিতন  দমাবগতা কদয  ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চা ম্পকথ  ফজা যাখায বকছু ক্ষভতা প্রদথন কদয বকন্তু ফাাঁ ধায মু্মখীন   

I ফাচ্চা াভাবজক ম্পকথ  ফজা যাখদত ানযদদয াদথ কথা ফরদত  কাজ কযদত জটিরতায 

মু্মখীন   

R ফাচ্চা ম্পকথ  ফজা যাখদত াদযনা কাযন হ ানযদদয ম্পদকথ  দিতন ন াথফা াবনিুক  
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দক্ষতায প্রবিা 

ফস্তুদক হিনা এফাং তায ফযফায  

ফাচ্চা ঠিকবাদফ ফস্তুদক ফাছাাআ কযা, হগাছাদনা  তায ফযফায কযদত ক্ষভ  

 

বযদফদয ম্পদকথ  জানা  

ফাচ্চা বযদফদয াদথ খা খাাদনায দক্ষতা প্রদথন কদয  

 

বযকল্পনা কযা  ব্ধতান্ত হনা  

ফাচ্চা বযকল্পনা কদয হ ানুমাী কাজ কযদত এফাং বফকল্প ফযফস্থায ভূরযান কযদত াদয  

 

 

 

 

F  ফাচ্চা ফভ হকান ফস্তুদক ফাস্তবফকবাদফ ফাছাাআ কদয, ফযফায কদয  হগাছাদত াদয  ভন্তফয  

A  ফািাদক মবদ ধাযাফাবকবাদফ াআবিত হদা  তদফ ফাচ্চা হকান ফস্তুদক ফাছাাআ, ফযফায  

হগাছাদত াদয  

I ফাচ্চা হকান ফস্তুদক ফাছাাআ, ফযফায  হগাছাদনায াআবিত ানুযণ কযদত ভযায মু্মখীন   

R ফাচ্চা বফৃঙ্খরবাদফ ফস্তুদক ফাছাাআ, ফযফায কদয/ ফাচ্চা ফস্তুয ফযফায ম্পদকথ  জাদননা   

F  ফাচ্চা ফভ বযদফদয ফযাাদয তথয াংগ্র কদয এফাং বযদফদয াদথ খা খাাদনায দক্ষতা 

প্রদথন কদয  

ভন্তফয  

A বযদফদয ফযাাদয তথয াংগ্র কযা এফাং বযদফদয াদথ খা খাাদনায জনয ফাচ্চায াআবিদতয 

দযকায   

I বযদফদয াদথ খা খাাদত ফাচ্চা ভযায মু্মখীন    

R ফাচ্চা বযদফদয াদথ খা খাাদত াক্ষভ   

F  ফাচ্চাদক মখন ুদমাগ হদা  তখন ফাচ্চা ব্ধতান্ত হন বকবাদফ কাজটি কযদত দফ এফাং 

ভদনাদমাগ বদদ কাজটি কযদত াদয  

ভন্তফয  

A কাজটি কযদত  এফাং ভদনাদমাগ ধদয যাখদত ফাচ্চায াআবিদতয প্রদাজন   

I ফাচ্চা খুফ কভ ভাআ বযকল্পনা ানুমাী কাজ কদয এফাং  কাজটি কযদত াদনক হফব বযভান  

াআবিদতয প্রদাজন  

R ফাচ্চা হকান কাদজয জনয বযকল্পনা কদয হ ানুমাী কাজ কযদত াদযনা  
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ভযায ভাধান 

হকান ভযা দর তা ভাধাদনয জনয ফাচ্চা ঠিক দক্ষতা হদখা  

 

কভথ দক্ষতা 

ািববি  িরতা 

ফাচ্চায কভথদক্ষতা, ািববি, িরতা তায হাগত কামথিভদক উন্নত কদয তুদর  

 

ভি াধন  

ফাচ্চা কাদজয ভ মথামথবাদফ ফড়  হছাে কাদজয জনয াফস্থান বযফতথ ন কযদত াদয  

 

 

 

 

 

 

F  ভযা শুরু ায াঅদগাআ ফাচ্চা ম্ভাফয ভাধান ানুমাী কাজ কদয এফাং ব্ধতান্ত হনায জনয 

এাআ ভাধানদক ভূরযান কদয  

ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চা ভযা বিবিত কযদত াদয বকন্তু ভাধাদনয এফাং কামথকয পর াায জনয দদক্ষ 

ানুমাী াআবিদতয প্রদাজন   

I ফাচ্চা খুফ কভ ভাআ ভাধান কযদত াদয এফাং ফায ফায তাদক াব বদদত   

R ফাচ্চা ভযায ভাধান কযদত াদয না াথফা বুর ব্ধতান্ত হন  

F  ফাচ্চা ফভ দৃঢ়, হাজা, নভনী ািববি প্রকা কদয এফাং কাদজয ভ ির থাদক  ভন্তফয  

A াধাযনত ফাচ্চা কাদজয ভ তায ািববি  িরতা ফজা যাদখ  

I ফাচ্চা প্রাাআ ািববিদত দৃঢ়তায াবাফ হদখা এফাং িরতা ফজা যাখদত জবতরতা হবাদগ  

R ফাচ্চা ািববি  নড়ািড়া কযদত াক্ষভ  

F  ফাচ্চা মথামথবাদফ যীদযয বফববন্ন াাংদয ভি কযদত াদয  ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চা বকছু বকছু ফড়  হছাে কাদজয ভ ভিীন নড়ািড়া কদয   

I ফাবযবাগ ফড়  হছাে কাদজয ভাআ ফাচ্চা ভি াধদন জটিরতা হবাদগ  

R ফাচ্চা ভি কযদত াক্ষভ এফাং এদরাাতাবড় নড়ািড়া কদয  
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বক্ত 

ফড় াথফা কু্ষদ্র কু্ষদ্র কাদজয ভ ফাচ্চায মথাপ্ত বযভান বক্ত থাদক  

 

স্থাবত্ব  

ফাচ্চায কাদজ াাংগ্রদণয জনয মথামথ বযভান বক্তভাত্রা ফজা থাদক  

 

বযদফ 

িাযাদয স্থান 

প্রাকৃবতক স্থাদনয বফনযা (ফাবড়, ভাজ, েুর াথফা াাতার) ফাচ্চায াাংগ্রণদক াাময কদয   

 

 

 

 

F  াত বদদ বকছু ধযা, নাড়ািাড়া কযা এফাং এক জাগা হথদক ানয জাগা হনায জনয ফভ 

ফাচ্চায মথামথ বক্ত  গবতদফগ ফজা থাদক  

ভন্তফয  

A ভাাংদবয বক্তয প্রদাজন  এভন কাদজ ফাচ্চা জটিরতায মু্মখীন  হমভন াত বদদ বকছু 

ধযা, নাড়ািাড়া কযা এফাং  এক জাগা হথদক ানয জাগা হনা 

I হকান ফস্তু নাড়াদনা এফাং স্থান বযফতথ দন ফাচ্চা জটিরতায মু্মখীন   

R ভাাংদবয দুফথরতায কাযদন ফাচ্চা  াত বদদ বকছু ধযা, নাড়ািাড়া কযা এফাং এক জাগা হথদক 

ানয জাগা বনদত াদযনা  

F  ফাচ্চা ফভ তায দদনবেন কাদজয জনয মথামথ বক্তভাত্রা ফজা যাখদত াদয  ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চায বক্তভাত্রা ভাদঝ ভাদঝ তায দদনবেন কাদজয জনয াদমাগয (খুফ হফব াথফা কভ) 

I ফাচ্চায জনয দদনবেন কাদজয প্রদাজনী বক্তভাত্রা ফজা যাখা কঠিন  

R ফাচ্চা দদনবেন কাদজয প্রদাজনী  বক্তভাত্রা ফজা যাখদত াক্ষভ  

F  িাযাদয বযদফদয ফযফস্থা প্রদফদমাগয এফাং ফাচ্চাদক বফববন্ন কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক উৎা  

ুদমাগ হদ  

ভন্তফয  

A িাযাদয বযদফদয ফযফস্থা কাদজ াাংগ্রদণ মথাপ্ত াাময কদয না াথফা বকছুো প্রদফদমাগয, 

ফাচ্চায াাংগ্রণদক বকছুো ফাাঁ ধা হদ   

I িাযাদয াবযাববথক াফস্থা ফাচ্চায াাংগ্রণদক খুফ কভ াাময কদয এফাং  প্রদফগভযতা কভ  

R িাযাদয াবযাববথক াফস্থা প্রদফগভয ন এফাং কাদজ াাংগ্রদণ ফাাঁ ধা হদ  
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িাযাদয বজবন  

মদন্ত্রয প্রাযতা, হখরা/ হখায জনয ফযফহৃত ফস্তু, মাতাাত এফাং ানযানয বজবন (ফাবড়, ভাজ, েুর াথফা 

াাতার) ফাচ্চায াাংগ্রণদক াাময কদয  

 

াভাবজক হগাষ্ঠী  

ভানুদলয ফযফায (দমভন- বতা ভাতা, বক্ষক, ফনু্ধ, াামযকাযী) ফাচ্চায কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক াাময কদয 

 

কাদজয িাবদা 

প্রতযাবত এফাং বনদদথ বত কাজ (াভাবজক  াফয ভদয কাজ, দদনবেন কাজ, গুরুত্বূণথ কাজ, েুদরয কাজ) 

ফাচ্চায কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক াাময কদয  

 

াবযফাবযক রুটিন 

ফাচ্চায াবযফাবযক রুটিন ফাচ্চায কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক াাময কদয 

F  িাযাদয বজবন (দখরনা, েুদরয যঞ্জাভ, িরাির কযায মন্ত্র) ফাচ্চায জনয ন্তুলজনক এফাং 

বনযাদ াাংগ্রদণ াাময কদয  

ভন্তফয  

A িাযাদয বজবন (দখরনা, েুদরয যঞ্জাভ, িরাির কযায মন্ত্র) শুধুভাত্র প্রাথবভক প্রদাজন হভো 

বকন্তু তায কাদজ মূ্পণথ ন্তুলজনক াাংগ্রদণ াাময কদযনা  

I িাযাদয বজবন (দখরনা, েুদরয যঞ্জাভ, িরাির কযায মন্ত্র) কাদজ াাংগ্রদণ ফাাঁ ধা হদ  

R িাযাদয বজবন (দখরনা, েুদরয যঞ্জাভ, িরাির কযায মন্ত্র) ানুদমাগী াথফা বফজ্জনক  

F  াভাবজক বযদফ ফাচ্চায াাংগ্রণদক াাময কযায জনয মথামথবাদফ ক্ষভ  াআিুক  ভন্তফয  

A াভাবজক বযদফ ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ফাচ্চায াাংগ্রণদক ফাাঁ ধা হদ  

I াভাবজক বযদফ  ফাচ্চায কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক খুফ কভ াতা কদয  

R াভাবজক বযদফ  ফাচ্চায কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক  াতা কদযনা 

F  ফাচ্চায প্রবত প্রতযাবত কাদজয িাবদা তায ক্ষভতা, াঅগ্র, বক্ত  ভদয াদথ বভদর মা  ভন্তফয  

A প্রবত প্রতযাবত কাদজয িাবদা ফাচ্চায ক্ষভতা, াঅগ্র, বক্ত  ভদয াদথ ফভ বভদরনা  

I ফাচ্চায প্রবত প্রতযাবত কাদজয িাবদা প্রাাআ তায কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক াঅিান্ত কদয  

R ফাচ্চায প্রবত প্রতযাবত কাদজয িাবদা তায কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক াতা কদযনা  

F  ফাচ্চায াবযফাবযক রুটিন ফাচ্চায কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক ফদিদ হফব াতা কদয ভন্তফয  

A ফাচ্চায াবযফাবযক রুটিন ভাদঝ ভাদঝ ফাচ্চায কাদজ াাংগ্রদণ প্রবাফ হপদর  

I ফাচ্চায াবযফাবযক রুটিন ফাচ্চায কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক খুফ কভ াতা কদয 

R ফাচ্চায াবযফাবযক রুটিন ফাচ্চায কাদজ াাংগ্রণদক ফাাঁ ধা হদ   
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াবববাফদকয বফফযণী ানুমাী ফাচ্চায কাদজয াংবক্ষপ্ত ফণথনা 

ফাচ্চায নাভ .....................................................................                                       ফ........................ 

দা কদয বনদিয প্রবতটি  উবক্তড়ুন তাযয ব্ধতান্ত বনন কাজটি বক ফাাঁ ধা (এভন বকছু মা াঅনায ফাচ্চায জনয কঠিন)  

না  একটি বক্ত (এভন বকছু মা াঅনায ফাচ্চা বারবাদফ কযদত াদয) 

কাজ এো একো 

ফাধা

এো একো 

বক্ত

উদাযণ/ ভন্তফয

স্পথ কযা, তাকাদনা, হখরা কযা াথফা নতুন বকছু হিিা কযা 

হখরায ভ াথফা ছদেয হকান বকছু কযায ভ তাদক াঅনবেত ফা 

খুব হদখাদনা (দমভন- মখন হকান বকছু হল  তখন াততাবর হদা, 

াা)

হ মা ছে কদয তা জানা, তায বপ্র হখরনা, বপ্র ফযবক্তত্ব াথফা বপ্র 

কাজ ফাছাাআ কযদত াযা 

একটি কাজ িাবরদ মাা এভনবক মখন এো কযা খুফ কঠিন  তখন 

বনদজয মে হনা (দমভন- হালাক যা, যীয হধাা, খাা) 

একটি কাজ হল কযা এফাং মখন ফরা  তখন াঅদযকটি াঅযম্ভ কযা 

দদনবেন কাজ ফুঝদত াযা  হ ানুমাী কাজ কযা (দমভন- কাদর 

দতবয া, যাদতয খাফাদযয রুটিন, েুদরয বদন শুরু কযা, ঘুভাদনায 

রুটিন)

বযফাদযয দয, ফনু্ধ, াথফা ছাত্র বদদফ বকছু কাজ কযা (দমভন- 

গৃস্থাবরয কাজ কযা, ফনু্ধদদয াদথ হখরা াথফা ফাবড়য কাজ কযা)

ভুদখয বাফ এফাং ািববিয ভাধযদভ িাবদা, প্রদাজন াথফা ভদনয বাফ 

ফুঝাদনা) 

িাবদা াথফা প্রদাজন বনদদথ  কযদত তায কণ্ঠস্বয ফা দব্দয ফযফায 

বযকল্পনা ফা বিন্তাবাফনা বাগাবাবগ কযদত ফনু্ধ, বযফাদযয দয, বকাংফা 

ানযানযদদয াদথ কথা ফরা (দমভন- েুদরয বদন ম্পদকথ  ফাফা ভাদক 

ফরা, ফনু্ধদদয াদথ গল্প কযা)

ানযদদয াদথ ঠিক উাদ হমাগাদমাগ কযা (দমভন- হানা, 

দমাবগতা কযা, াঅদান প্রদান কযা) 

হকান বজবন ছে কযা  ঠিকবাদফ ফযফায কযা (দমভন- হরখায 

জনয হবন্পর ছে কযা, খাায জনয িাভি ফযফায কযা, াদত হভাজা 

যা)

াঅদাদয বজবনত্র রক্ষয কযা এফাং এগুদরাদত াড়া হদা (দমভন- 

একটি কম্পনযত ভুদ াদপাদনয জফাফ হদা, থাভায বিি হদখদর থাভা, 

াঅগুদনয বফদ াংদকত শুদন বফন তযাগ কযা) 

বযকল্পনা কযা  হ ানুমাী কাজ কযা (দমভন- ফনু্ধদদয বিবিত কযা 

এফাং তাদদয াদথ হখরা , বকবাদফ ফাবড়য কাজ হল কযদফ হ ব্ধতান্ত 
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হনা, হকান জাভা যদফ তা ঠিক কযা) 

ভযা ভাধান কযা (দমভন- াজর বভরাদনায জনয াজদরয খেগুদরা 

বফববন্নবাদফ যাখা, াদ উদটা জুতা দযদছ বকনা তা ফুঝদত াযা  তা 

ঠিক কযা)  

যীয নাড়ািাড়ায ভাধযদভ হকান কাজ কযা (দমভন- হিাদয হাজা দ 

ফা, রুদভয এক জাগা হথদক ানয জাগা মাা)

কাজ কযদত াত ফযফায কযা (দমভন- কাবি বদদ কাো, হকান বকছু ধযা)

হকান বকছু ধযা, উঁিু কযা এফাং যাদনায বক্ত 

াযাবদন প্রদাজনী বক্ত ভাত্রা ফজা থাকা (দমভন- খুফ হফব বি 

াথফা ক্লান্ত না া) 

 

বযদফ দি প্রদতযকটি স্থান, ফস্তু াথফা ফযবক্ত, াঅনায ফাচ্চা াযাবদদন মায াংস্পদথ াঅদ। প্রদতযকটি উবক্ত 

ড়ুন এফাং ব্ধতান্ত বনন বযদফদয াাংগুদরা াঅনায ফাচ্চায কাজ বক কঠিন কদয তুরদছ না কাজটি কযদত াাময 

কযদছ। 

বযদফ এো ফাচ্চায 

কাজদক 

কঠিন 

কযদছ

এো ফাচ্চায 

কাজদক 

াাময 

কযদছ

উদাযণ/ ভন্তফয

ফাচ্চায ঘদযয ববতদযয  ফাাআদযয জাগা (দমভন- হাফায ঘয, ফায 

ঘয, াভদনয ফাযাো) 

ফাচ্চায েুদরয ববতদয এফাং ফাাআদযয স্থান াথফা প্রবতদফীদদয 

স্থান(দমভন- হশ্রণীকক্ষ, হখরায ভা , যাস্তা, বগজথ া াথফা ধভথভবেয)

হখরনা, খা খাাদনায মন্ত্র, েুদরয াভগ্রী এফাং ানযানয াামযকাযী 

বজবন (দমভন- মাতাাত, হমাগাদমাদগয মন্ত্র, হুাআর হিায)

বফববন্ন ফযবক্ত হমভন বযফাদযয দয, ফনু্ধ এফাং বক্ষক 

ফাবড়য কাদজয বনভ নীবত এফাং াঅফযকতা (দমভন- গৃস্থবর কাজ 

কযা, ঠিকবাদফ বজবন যাখা)

েুর বকাংফা প্রবতদফীদদয কাজকযায বনভ  াঅফযকতা (ফাবড়য 

কাদজয বনভ হভদন িরা, বদনভা দর ান্তবাদফ ফদ থাকা) 

াবযফাবযক কামথ তাবরকা
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Appendix 4 

 

All the types of cerebral palsy of the participants are given below on the chart. Here 

spastic type of CP is divided according to the limb involvement like quadriplegia, 

diaplegia and hemiplegia. 
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Appendix 5 (A) 

 

Patient comes from all divisions of Bangladesh from June11 - July 2012 

Total inpatient was 538. 
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Appendix 5 (B) 

 

Total inpatient was 538 from June 2011 to July 2012; among them 460 were Cerebral 

Palsy. 
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